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Derepression by Depolymerization: Structural
Insights into the Regulation of Yan by Mae
genes. In response to RTK stimulation, the Rolled MAP
kinase phosphorylates Yan at Ser127, diminishing re-
pression activity (Rebay and Rubin, 1995). Phosphoryla-
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tion requires a facilitator protein called modulator of theand James U. Bowie1,2,3,*
activity of ETS (Mae) (Baker et al., 2001; Yamada et al.,1UCLA-DOE Institute of Genomics and Proteomics
2003). Mae binds to both Yan and Rolled and is thought2 Molecular Biology Institute
to recruit the MAPK to its site of action. This mechanism3 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
is reminiscent of the direct recruitment of the ERK2University of California, Los Angeles
MAPK to the ETS-1 and ETS-2 transcription factors (Sei-Los Angeles, California 90095
del and Graves, 2002). Phosphorylation of Yan results4 Whitehead Institute
in its CRM1-mediated export from the nucleus (TootleDepartment of Biology
et al., 2003). Removal of Yan from the nucleus allowsMassachusetts Institute of Technology
the transcriptional activator Pointed (PNT) to bind theCambridge, Massachusetts 02142
regulatory sites vacated by Yan, leading to transcrip-
tional activation (Gabay et al., 1996; Klambt, 1993;
O’Neill et al., 1994).Summary
Yan and Mae bind to each other via their sterile 
motif (SAM) domains (Baker et al., 2001), found at theYan, an ETS family transcriptional repressor, is regu-
N terminus of Yan and the C terminus of Mae (Figure 1A).lated by receptor tyrosine kinase signaling via the Ras/
The SAM domain of Yan is essential for transcriptionalMAPK pathway. Phosphorylation and downregulation
repression and for export from the nucleus (Baker et al.,of Yan is facilitated by a protein called Mae. Yan and
2001; Tootle et al., 2003). SAM domains (also known asMae interact through their SAM domains. We find that
Pointed, HLH, or SPM domains) are common protein-repression by Yan requires the formation of a higher
protein interaction modules (Kim and Bowie, 2003; Pont-order structure mediated by Yan-SAM polymerization.
ing, 1995; Schultz et al., 1997) found in a subset of ETSMoreover, a crystal structure of the Yan-SAM/Mae-
proteins (Sharrocks, 2001). The SAM domain of Yan’sSAM complex shows that Mae-SAM specifically rec-
human ortholog, a transcriptional repressor called TEL,ognizes a surface on Yan-SAM that is also required
forms a helical, head-to-tail polymer (see Figures 1Bfor Yan-SAM polymerization. Mae-SAM binds to Yan-
and 1C), which possibly mediates the formation of aSAM with 1000-fold higher affinity than Yan-SAM
higher order chromatin structure (Kim et al., 2001). Thebinds to itself and can effectively depolymerize Yan-
TEL-SAM polymer is constructed by the interaction ofSAM. Mutations on Mae that specifically disrupt its
two surfaces on each monomer called the mid-loop orSAM domain-dependent interactions with Yan disable
ML surface (green in Figure 1B) and the end-helix or EHthe derepression function of Mae in vivo. Depolymeri-
surface (red in Figure 1B). TEL proteins with mutationszation of Yan by Mae represents a novel mechanism
at Ala93 on the ML surface or Val112 on the EH surfaceof transcriptional control that sensitizes Yan for regu-
of the SAM domain are polymerization defective (Kimlation by receptor tyrosine kinases.
et al., 2001) and cannot repress transcription (Wood et
al., 2003). Similar polymer structures are also formedIntroduction
by the SAM domains from Drosophila polycomb group
transcriptional repressors, polyhomeotic (Ph) and sex
Receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) pathways regulate a
comb on midleg (Scm), suggesting a close relationship
myriad of biological processes including cell prolifera-
between the polymeric architecture and transcriptional
tion, differentiation, the immune response, and apopto- repression (Kim et al., 2002; C.A.K. and J.U.B., unpub-
sis (Dittmer and Nordheim, 1998; Sementchenko and lished data).
Watson, 2000; Sharrocks, 2001). The membrane bound Several aspects of Mae action remain unclear. First,
receptors signal, in part, by activating the membrane- Mae can inhibit Yan DNA binding and repression activity,
associated Ras protooncoprotein, which, in turn, acti- even in the absence of phosphorylation (Baker et al.,
vates a cascade of protein kinases, including mitogen- 2001; Tootle et al., 2003). Thus, Mae does not simply
activated protein kinase (MAPK). RTK signaling ultimately provide a docking site for MAPK recruitment to Yan.
alters the transcriptional program of the cell by altering Second, the mechanism by which Mae facilitates phos-
transcription factor activity (Treisman, 1996; Yordy and phorylation of Yan is not known. Baker et al. suggest
Muise-Helmericks, 2000). Yan, an ETS family transcrip- that Mae binding may impart a conformational change
tional repressor, is one of the best-characterized nuclear in Yan, but the nature of this putative conformational
targets of RTK pathways (Lai and Rubin, 1992; Rebay change remains undefined (Baker et al., 2001).
and Rubin, 1995). Here, using a structure-based approach, we demon-
RTK signaling alleviates Yan-mediated repression. In strate that Yan-SAM forms a polymeric structure and
the absence of RTK stimulation, Yan resides in the nu- that polymerization is critical for repression activity. Fur-
cleus, where it represses transcription of its target thermore, we find that Mae acts to depolymerize Yan,
thereby inhibiting Yan-mediated repression. Depoly-
merization by Mae would facilitate Yan phosphorylation*Correspondence: bowie@mbi.ucla.edu
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Figure 1. Relationships between Yan, Mae,
and Yan’s Human Ortholog, TEL
(A) Domain structure of TEL, Yan, and Mae.
The position of the critical regulatory phos-
phorylation site on Yan, Ser127, is indicated.
(B) Polymeric structure of TEL-SAM. Nine
subunits of the polymer viewed with the helix
axis in the plane of the paper, pointing up.
The ML and EH surfaces are shown in green
and red, respectively. Two key residues in
the interaction interface, A93 and V112, are
shown in sticks.
(C) Schematic illustration of the TEL-SAM
polymer with two key residues, A93 and V112,
in the ML and EH surfaces, respectively, high-
lighted.
(D) Sequence alignment of Yan-SAM and
TEL-SAM. The hydrophobic residues that
make up the ML and EH surfaces are colored
green and red, respectively. The sites that
were targeted for hydrophobic to hydrophilic
mutagenesis are indicated by cyan arrows.
by exposing its critical phosphorylation site. To our similar to TEL-SAM, we introduced the following hy-
knowledge, this is the first example of a transcriptional drophobic to hydrophilic mutations in Yan-SAM at po-
regulator that functions by blocking polymerization- tential EH and ML surface residues: M82E, A86D, A86R,
mediated repression. Our results provide a more com- A86E, A86K, L89D, L89E, L89R, L90R, V105R, V105E,
plete picture of how signals at the cell surface are cou- and A86D/V105E. The mutated sites are highlighted in
pled to transcriptional switches—a central problem in Figure 1D. For head-to-tail polymers like TEL-SAM,
biological communication. these mutants should be monomeric, but ML surface
mutants should be able to bind to EH surface mutants.
As expected, all of the mutants were more soluble thanResults
the wild-type Yan-SAM. GST-fusion pulldown experi-
ments indicated that the mutants are monomeric (dataYan-SAM Forms a TEL-SAM-like Polymer
not shown). We therefore selected two of these mono-The SAM domain of Yan’s human ortholog TEL forms a
meric mutants for more detailed characterization: A86Rhelical polymer shown in Figures 1B and 1C with critical
on the putative ML surface and V105R on the putativeEH surface residues colored red and ML surface resi-
EH surface.dues colored green (Kim et al., 2001). Mutations at both
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was employed toA93 and V112 in the polymer interface block polymeriza-
assess the ability of A86R and V105R to self-associatetion, resulting in a monomeric protein. Figure 1D shows
or bind to each other. As shown in Figure 2B, whena sequence alignment between TEL-SAM and Yan-SAM,
A86R was attached to the chip, no binding was seenshowing very high conservation in the interface resi-
when 23.1 M A86R was present in the mobile phase,dues, suggesting that Yan could also form a polymer
but binding was observed when 13.8 M V105R was insimilar to TEL. Consistent with this possibility, sedimen-
the mobile phase. Similarly, when V105R was attachedtation velocity experiments with the wild-type Yan-SAM
to the chip, no binding was observed with 19.2 M(Yan residues 41–118) showed that it forms heteroge-
V105R in the mobile phase, but binding was detectedneous high molecular weight aggregates (data not
when 15.8 M A86R was in the mobile phase (Figureshown). Moreover, negative stain electron microscopy
2B). Thus, as expected for a head-to-tail polymer, A86Rimages of Yan-SAM, shown in Figure 2A, reveal clear
and V105R do not self-associate, but they do bind tofibers. The thickness of single filaments ranges from 90
each other.to 110 A˚, which is similar to the 83 A˚ width observed
We then determined the dissociation constant for sub-for the TEL-SAM polymer.
To test whether the Yan-SAM polymeric structure is unit interactions in the Yan-SAM polymer with additional
Derepression by Depolymerization
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Figure 2. Yan-SAM Forms a TEL-SAM-like
Polymer
(A) Electron microscopy image of Yan-SAM
showing that the domain forms fibers. No fi-
bers were observed for the monomeric mu-
tants Yan-SAM A86R or Yan-SAM V105R
(not shown).
(B) Test of the Yan-SAM polymer model. The
ability of Yan-SAM A86R or Yan-SAM V105R
to bind to themselves or to each other was
tested in surface plasmon resonance experi-
ments. As shown in the sensograms, A86R
bound to V105R but not to itself, and V105R
bound to A86R but not to itself.
(C) Equilibrium binding measurements by
SPR. Yan-SAM A86R was crosslinked to the
Biacore chip. (Left) Sensograms show re-
sponse units as a function of time upon titrat-
ing with various concentrations of Yan-SAM
V105R. (Right) A plot of equilibrium response
units versus Yan-SAM V105R concentration.
The curve represents a fit to a hyperbolic
binding isotherm for a 1:1 complex and yields
a dissociation constant of 7.4  1.2 M.
(D) Structural alignment of Yan-SAM with
TEL-SAM showing the ML (left) and EH (right)
binding surfaces. Yan-SAM is shaded in slate
while TEL-SAM is shaded in pink. The apolar
residues that form the ML binding surface of
Yan-SAM are colored green. The analogous
TEL-SAM residues are colored yellow. The
Yan-SAM hydrophobic residues that make up
the core of the EH surface are red while the
equivalent TEL-SAM residues are colored in
wheat.
(E) (Left) Yan-SAM polymer model. (Right)
Closeup view of Yan-SAM polymer interface.
Hydrophobic residues that are critical for the
polymer formation are shown in green (for ML
surface) or red (for EH surface).
surface plasmon resonance experiments. Because the Rfree  0.251. Like other SAM domain structures (Aviv et
al., 2003; Green et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2002; Slupskykinetics of association and dissociation were too fast to
quantify, we measured equilibrium responses with varying et al., 1998; Stapleton et al., 1999; Thanos et al., 1999),
the protein consists of five helices, although helix 2 is aconcentrations of Yan-SAM variants in the mobile phase.
The data fit well to hyperbolic binding isotherms (Figure 310 helix. The residue ranges for the helices are  helix 1
(residues 56–69), 310 helix 2 (residues 77–80),  helix 32C). When Yan-SAM A86R was crosslinked to the chip
and Yan-SAM V105R was in the mobile phase, we ob- (residues 84–89),  helix 4 (residues 92–98), and  helix
5 (103–118). The structure of Yan-SAM is very similar toserved a Kd of 7.4  1.2 M. In the complementary
experiment, in which Yan-SAM V105R was crosslinked TEL-SAM with an RMSD of 1.2 A˚ over 75 aligned C
atoms. A superposition of the structures of Yan-SAMto the chip and Yan-SAM A86D was in the mobile phase,
a similar dissociation constant, Kd  11.0  0.2 M, and TEL-SAM, shown in Figure 2D, also reveals a close
spatial correspondence between the key side chains inwas measured. Thus, Yan-SAM self-association is much
weaker than TEL-SAM (Kd 2 nM) (Kim et al., 2001) but the polymer interface.
Given the biochemical results discussed above, theotherwise behaves very similarly to TEL-SAM. These
results strongly suggest that Yan-SAM forms a poly- high degree of sequence similarity between TEL-SAM
and Yan-SAM in the polymer interface residues, and themeric structure very similar to TEL-SAM.
close structural similarity (Figure 2D), it is reasonable to
build a Yan-SAM polymer model based on the polymericA Model for the Yan-SAM Polymer
To obtain a model of the polymer structure, we solved structure of TEL-SAM. We therefore built a Yan-SAM poly-
mer model by superimposing the monomer structure ofthe structure of the monomeric Yan-SAM mutant A86R.
The crystal structure of Yan-SAM A86R was determined Yan-SAM on the subunits of the TEL-SAM polymer (Fig-
ure 2E). The core of the interface in the Yan-SAM poly-by molecular replacement with EPMR (Kissinger et al.,
1999), using the TEL-SAM V112E monomer structure as mer model is composed of hydrophobic residues with
Met82, Ala86, Leu89, Leu90 on the ML surface andthe search model, and refined at 2.15 A˚ resolution to an
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Figure 3. Yan Polymerization-Defective Mu-
tants Cannot Repress Transcription
(A) Luciferase assays were performed by us-
ing Drosophila S2 cells transfected with the
pEBS-luciferase reporter, transcription acti-
vator PNT-P1, and either Yan wild-type or
polymerization-defective mutant constructs.
A pAC5.1-lacZ reporter was used as an inter-
nal control. The normalized units are shown
from a representative experiment performed
in triplicate. Inset shows Yan expression lev-
els as determined by Western blots.
(B) Scatchard plots of electrophoretic mobil-
ity shift assay results for MBP-Yan variants
binding to a single Ets binding site probe.
Phe70, Val105, Val109 on the EH surface. Moreover, as full/118/2/163/DC1). Scatchard plots show that all the
mutants bind to DNA with essentially the same affinitydiscussed above, mutations in each of these hydropho-
(Figure 3B, also see Supplemental Data on the Cell web-bic interface residues lead to a monomeric Yan-SAM.
site). The measured dissociations constants for wild-Thus, the model is completely consistent with a TEL-
type, A86D, and V105E proteins are 0.7  0.3 nM, 0.7 like polymer structure for Yan-SAM.
0.1 nM, and 1.0  0.4 nM, respectively. Thus, the muta-
tions do not directly affect DNA binding activity, sug-
Yan Polymerization Is Required for the Repression gesting that it is the ability of the Yan-SAM domain to
of Transcription direct polymerization that is essential for repression.
To test whether polymerization is essential for Yan-
repressive function, we examined the consequences of Mae-SAM Binds to the EH Surface of Yan-SAM
introducing polymerization-defective mutations into the We speculated that Mae-SAM may bind to one of the
SAM domain of Yan. To assess the repression activity hydrophobic surfaces used to generate the Yan-SAM
of Yan, we utilized a luciferase transcriptional reporter polymer. We therefore tested this possibility using sur-
assay in Drosophila S2 cells. Luciferase expression was face plasmon resonance binding experiments. As Mae-
brought under Yan control by placing ETS binding sites SAM is relatively insoluble in isolation, we prepared an
upstream of the basal promoter (EBS-luciferase) (Tootle N-terminal fusion of maltose binding protein (MBP) to
et al., 2003). As shown in Figure 3A, wild-type Yan re- Mae-SAM (MBP-Mae-SAM). As shown in Figure 4A, when
presses transcription activated by Pointed-P1. Yan pro- a Yan-SAM ML surface mutant, A86R, was attached to the
teins that bear mutations in their SAM domain polymer- chip, strong binding of the MBP-Mae-SAM was observed.
ization surfaces (A86D, L89E, V105E, and A86D/V105E) Kinetic fits to the data yield a Kd of 11.1  0.1 nM. When
failed to repress transcription effectively, although they a Yan-SAM EH surface mutant, V105R, was attached to
were equivalently expressed in S2 cells (inset of Fig- the chip, no binding was detected to the MBP-Mae-
ure 3A). SAM fusion at a concentration as high as 3.45M (Figure
As it is possible that the SAM domain mutations could 4B). These results suggest that the Mae-SAM bind-
have long range effects, independent of the polymeriza- ing site overlaps the EH surface needed for Yan-SAM
tion function, we measured the ability of the Yan mutants polymerization. In terms of binding affinity, the Mae-
to bind to a single ETS binding site, using an electropho- SAM/Yan-SAM interaction is approximately 1000 times
retic mobility shift assay. Competition assays show that stronger than Yan-SAM self-association.
the binding detected in this assay is DNA sequence
specific since mutagenesis of the ETS binding site in Structure of a Yan-SAM/Mae-SAM Complex
the competitor greatly reduces its affinity for Yan (see To learn in more detail how Mae-SAM binds to Yan-SAM,
we sought to obtain crystals and solve the structure ofSupplemental Data at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/
Derepression by Depolymerization
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Figure 4. Quantitative Measurement of the
Interaction between Yan-SAM and Mae-SAM
(A) SPR sensograms showing the binding of
MBP-Mae-SAM at various concentrations to
immobilized Yan-SAM A86R.
(B) Summary of the binding affinity between
different combinations of Yan-SAM and
MBP-Mae-SAM variants.
the Mae-SAM/Yan-SAM complex. Mae-SAM is relatively These interactions likely provide some additional stabil-
ity to the complex. From the sequence alignment showninsoluble and tends to aggregate irreversibly. The solu-
bility improved somewhat in complex with Yan-SAM, in Figure 5C, it is evident that the ML regions of Yan-
SAM and Mae-SAM are strongly conserved, explainingbut the improvement was not sufficient for crystallization
without further engineering. Reasoning that joining the how Mae-SAM can recognize Yan-SAM using its ML
surface.two proteins together by a linker would reduce the en-
tropic cost of association and might stabilize the com-
plex (Zhou, 2001), we created a series of Mae-SAM/ Depolymerization of Yan-SAM by Mae-SAM
Although the close correspondence of the bindingYan-SAM fusion proteins. Both the order of the two
proteins and the linker length were varied. We also modes in the Yan-SAM/Mae-SAM complex to the Yan-
SAM/Yan-SAM polymer strongly supports the validitytested a variety of Yan-SAM ML surface mutants that
would prevent Yan-SAM polymerization without affect- of the heterocomplex structure, we sought additional
verification that the interaction seen in the crystal struc-ing Mae-SAM binding. Ultimately, we were able to obtain
a soluble fusion of Mae-SAM with an A86R mutant of ture reflects the complex made by untethered domains
in solution. We therefore prepared two mutants in MBP-Yan-SAM (Mae-SAM-Yan-SAM-A86R) and obtained high-
quality crystals. Phases were determined by molecular Mae-SAM. One Mae-SAM mutant, A141D, is in the sur-
face that binds to Yan-SAM and should block the inter-replacement (Kissinger et al., 1999) using the Yan-SAM
A86R crystal structure as the search model, and the action. The other mutant, M160E, is in a surface that
does not interact with Yan-SAM in the crystal structurestructure was refined to an Rfree of 0.255 at 2.1 A˚ resolu-
tion. Mae-SAM also adopts the canonical five helix SAM and should therefore not affect binding. As summarized
in Figure 4B, the MBP-Mae-SAM M160E mutant bindsdomain fold (Figure 5A).  helices 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 span
residues 109 to 122, 132 to 134, 139 to 144, 147 to 153, to Yan-SAM A86R with wild-type affinity (Kd 12.2 0.3
nM). As expected from the crystal structure, however, noand 158 to 172, respectively. The RMSD between Mae-
SAM and Yan-SAM is 1.3 A˚ for 80 C atoms. binding was detected with MBP-Mae-SAM A141D at
concentrations as high as 4.2 M.Mae-SAM binds to Yan-SAM in a manner remarkably
similar to the way Yan-SAM binds to itself. Figure 5B We then tested whether Mae-SAM can block polymer-
ization of wild-type Yan-SAM. GST-Yan-SAM A86R wasshows a comparison of the Yan-SAM/Yan-SAM com-
plex in the polymer model and the Yan-SAM/Mae-SAM bound to glutathione beads and wild-type Yan-SAM
added to assemble the polymer on the beads. We thencomplex. The specific recognition of Yan-SAM by Mae-
SAM involves interaction of the ML surface of Mae-SAM added increasing amounts of MBP-Mae-SAM to the
bound polymers. As shown in Figure 5D, the additionwith the EH surface of Yan-SAM, closely mimicking the
self-association of Yan-SAM. The hydrophobic core of of MBP-Mae-SAM displaced the Yan-SAM polymer. This
did not occur when the nonbinding mutant MBP-Mae-the ML surface of Mae-SAM is comprised of Met137,
Ala141, Leu144, Met145, Met149, and the core of the SAM A141D was added.
Taken together, the results indicate that Mae-SAMEH surface of Yan-SAM is comprised of Val105 and
Val109. A number of salt bridges surround this hy- binding and Yan-SAM polymerization are mutually ex-
clusive since both association events utilize the samedrophobic interior that vary somewhat between the two
molecules in the asymmetric unit, but the Lys140/Glu69 binding surface. Moreover, as the affinity of Mae-SAM
for Yan-SAM is about 1000-fold higher than the affinityand Arg153/Asp104 interactions are found in both.
Cell
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Figure 5. Structure of the Yan-SAM/Mae-
SAM Complex
(A) Overall structure of Yan-SAM/Mae-SAM
compared with Yan-SAM polymer model.
Yan-SAM and Mae-SAM are shown in slate
and violet, respectively. ML surface residues
are colored green while EH surface residues
are colored red. The corresponding Yan-SAM
subunits in the Yan-SAM polymer and the
Yan-SAM/Mae-SAM complex are connected
by an arrow.
(B) Detailed view comparing the Yan-SAM
polymer and the Yan-SAM/Mae-SAM inter-
faces. Yan-SAM and Mae-SAM are colored
as in (A). Hydrophobic residues that make up
the core of the interface are colored by atom
type. They are C—gray, S—orange, N—blue,
and O—red. Hydrogen bonds are indicated
by dotted lines.
(C) Sequence alignment of Mae- and Yan-
SAM. The hydrophobic residues that make
up the ML and EH surfaces are colored green
and red, respectively.
(D) Mae-SAM disrupts Yan-SAM self-associ-
ation in vitro. GST-Yan-SAM A86R, which can
bind both Yan-SAM and Mae-SAM, was im-
mobilized on glutathione resin, and Yan-SAM
was incubated with the beads for 1 hr. An
Increasing amount of MBP-Mae-SAM was
then added to the beads. Two MBP-Mae-
SAM mutants were also added as controls.
After separation by SDS-PAGE, the gel was
visualized by Western blotting using antibody
that recognizes a C-terminal His6. More MBP-
Mae-SAM remained bound after the washing
steps than Yan-SAM because of the much
slower offrate for MBP-Mae-SAM binding, so
the Western blot was exposed for different
lengths of time to visualize MBP-Mae-SAM
and Yan-SAM.
of Yan-SAM for itself, Mae-SAM should be able to effec- whether Mae depolymerization alone may be sufficient
to derepress Yan in the nucleus. We examined Yan local-tively disrupt Yan-SAM polymer formation by blocking
the EH surface of each subunit. ization when cotransfected with wild-type Mae or Mae-
SAM domain mutants. As shown previously (Baker et
al., 2001; Tootle et al., 2003) and above, wild-type MaeDepolymerization of Yan by Mae
inactivates Yan. Nevertheless, we found that Yan wasDerepresses Transcription
invariably found in the cell nucleus in the presence ofTo assess the functional importance of the Mae-SAM/
all Mae variants (Figure 6B). Thus, Mae can derepressYan-SAM complex structure in vivo, and the effect of
Yan without nuclear export. Only if the cells were co-Mae-SAM-mediated disruption of the Yan-SAM polymer
transfected with Yan and constitutively activated RasV12structure in transcription regulation, we examined the
was Yan exported to the cytoplasm (Figure 6B). Thus,ability of the wild-type and the mutant Mae proteins to
Yan is only exported from the nucleus upon MAPK path-derepress transcription of the luciferase reporter con-
way activation, which leads to Yan phosphorylation. In-taining upstream ETS binding sites (EBS-luciferase). We
deed, Rebay and Rubin showed that phosphorylation isfound that in Drosophila S2 cells, expression of myc-
required for nuclear export (Rebay and Rubin, 1995).tagged wild-type Mae or Mae with a point mutation on
the EH surface of its SAM domain (Mae M160E) inhibited
Yan repression (Figure 6A). Mae A141D, which bears a Discussion
mutation rendering it incapable of interacting with Yan
through the SAM domain, however, had no effect on Mae Regulation of Yan
We have discovered a new mechanism for the regulationYan repression (Figure 6A). These three versions of myc-
tagged Mae were all well expressed as revealed by of the polymeric transcriptional repressor Yan, a repres-
sor that must be exquisitely sensitive to RTK stimulationWestern blots (inset of Figure 6A).
We further exploited these findings to ask whether at the cell surface. In particular, Mae regulates Yan by
blocking Yan polymerization. As shown in detail fromnuclear export of Yan is required for derepression or
Derepression by Depolymerization
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Figure 6. Specific Interactions between Mae-
SAM and Yan-SAM Mediate Transcription
Derepression in the Absence of Rolled MAPK
Activation
(A) Overexpression of Mae inhibits Yan-medi-
ated transcriptional repression but not a Mae-
SAM domain mutant that cannot interact with
Yan-SAM. Inset shows myc-tagged Mae ex-
pression levels as determined by Western
blots.
(B) Mae-mediated transcription derepression
is not due to the nuclear export of Yan. S2
cultured cells transfected with Yan and vari-
ous Mae constructs and stained with anti-
Yan. Yan localization is restricted to the nu-
cleus in the presence of Mae and its mutants
but is almost entirely cytoplasmic in the pres-
ence of RASV12.
our crystal structure of the complex, Mae-SAM utilizes Although nuclear export appears to be an important
part of Yan downregulation (Tootle et al., 2003), we findits ML surface to interact with the EH-surface of Yan-
SAM. The binding mode is an almost perfect mimic of that abrogation of repression activity in response to
Mae-mediated depolymerization of Yan does not requirethe binding mode in the Yan-SAM polymer. Mae-SAM
does not possess a functional EH surface, however, so it nuclear export. Mechanistically, loss of self-association
could cause a reduction in Yan’s ability to polymerizecannot be incorporated into the polymer. The interaction
seen in the crystal structure was validated biochemically on DNA, leading to derepression of transcriptional tar-
gets. It is possible that that Mae also prevents DNAand the biological relevance was demonstrated by the
finding that Mae variants with mutations in the observed binding by direct inhibition of the DNA binding domain of
Yan. Although Mae can directly inactivate Yan, nuclearinterface between Yan-SAM and Mae-SAM fail to down-
regulate Yan. Mae-SAM binds with much higher affinity export probably works in consort with depolymerization.
Earlier results showing that phosphorylation is requiredthan Yan-SAM, so it can compete effectively for polymer
formation. Further experiments will be required to under- for nuclear export suggest that phosphorylation may act
as a trigger for this relocalization (Rebay and Rubin,stand the origin of the affinity differences between Yan
and Mae as it is not obvious from the structures alone. 1995).
Cell
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Figure 7. Derepression by Depolymerization:
A Model for Downregulation of Yan by Mae
In the absence of RTK activation, Yan binds
to DNA in the form of higher order polymer,
which on one hand enhances its DNA binding
affinity and on the other hand precludes tran-
scriptional activators from accessing the
DNA. The activation of RTK produces an ac-
tive form of MAPK/Rolled, which will phos-
phorylate the small amount of free Yan/Mae
complex. Phophorylation of Yan triggers ex-
port from the nucleus in a CRM1-dependent
manner. The decrease in free Yan would drive
the equilibrium away from DNA bound poly-
mer. As Mae is regulated by Yan, Mae expres-
sion should increase, resulting in additional
depolymerization and export of Yan, ulti-
mately leading to full derepression. We have
drawn a flexible linker between the SAM do-
main of Yan and the DNA binding domain, but
we do not know the structural relationship, if
any, between these domains.
Our results also provide new insight into the role of This might help to ensure that Mae does not interfere
with Yan-mediated repression prior to RTK stimulation.Mae in Yan phosphorylation. Baker et al. propose that
Mae acts to recruit MAPK to Yan and may also induce We note that this is not a requirement of the model since
Mae could be subject to additional layers of regulation.a conformational change in Yan to expose the site of
phosphorylation (Baker et al., 2001). The fact that Mae Nevertheless, antibody staining and in situ hybridation
data are consistent with this expectation. For example,depolymerizes Yan suggests a mechanism by which
Mae can activate Yan for phosphorylation. The key in the germ band elongating embryo, Yan is largely ab-
sent from the midline of the CNS (Gabay et al., 1996),phosphorylation site on Yan, Ser127, is very close to
the SAM domain and would therefore most likely be while Mae is expressed most strongly at the midline
(Baker et al., 2001). Furthermore, in the developing eyeinaccessible to the kinase in the polymer. Depolymeriza-
tion would therefore be necessary for the kinase to act. disc, Mae is primarily expressed in differentiated photo-
receptors (Yamada et al., 2003), while Yan is downregu-Thus, by depolymerizing Yan, Mae can play a multifac-
eted role in Yan downregulation. Mae depolymerization lated as photoreceptor differentiation occurs (Lai and
Rubin, 1992).could prevent spreading, expose the site of phosphory-
lation, and facilitate the recruitment of MAPK to Yan.
Regulation of Polymerization in Repression
Polymerization of SAM domains is essential for the re-A Model for Yan Regulation
Our results, combined with prior work, suggest a model pressive functions of both Yan and TEL (Wood et al.,
2003). Moreover, the SAM domains of the unrelatedfor the coupling of RTK activation to Yan downregula-
tion, illustrated in Figure 7. As our results suggest, we polycomb group transcriptional repressors, Ph and
Scm, also form polymers (Kim et al., 2002). This polymer-envision Yan binding to its target sites as a polymer.
The Yan polymer will be in equilibrium with monomeric ization could be used to generate a large transcription-
ally silenced chromosomal domain. In the case of re-Yan, in complex with basal levels of Mae. Upon RTK
stimulation, the small amount of free Yan in the Yan/ pression by TEL and Yan, the SAM domain-containing
factor also contains a sequence-specific DNA bindingMae complex will be phosphorylated, leading to CRM1-
mediated export of Yan from the nucleus. The decrease domain, namely the ETS domain (Graves et al., 1996).
Binding of Yan and TEL to specific sites via the ETSin free Yan would drive the equilibrium away from DNA
bound polymer. As Mae is transcriptionally regulated by domain could serve to nucleate a polymer, which would
then spread by the oligomerization of the SAM domain.Yan, Mae expression should increase (I.R., unpublished
data). The increased expression of Mae will then result In contrast, Ph and Scm do not contain obvious se-
quence-specific DNA binding motifs, so their initial bind-in additional depolymerization and loss of DNA bound
Yan, which would act synergistically with nuclear export ing to the template may require protein-protein inter-
actions with other sequence-specific transcriptionalto inactivate Yan. Thus, Mae helps to adjust Yan activity
to a point where it is poised to respond to MAPK activa- repressors. For example, the job of the polycomb group
proteins is to maintain the repressed transcriptionaltion, a crucial link between RTK stimulation on the cell
surface and transcriptional changes in the nucleus. state established by segmentation gene-encoded tran-
scriptional repressors such as Hunchback. Perhaps oneFrom the proposed regulatory model, one might ex-
pect that Mae and Yan would exhibit complementary role of the segmentation gene-encoded repressors is to
recruit (either directly or indirectly) SAM domain-con-patterns of expression (i.e., that Mae expression would
be high where Yan expression was low and vice versa). taining polycomb group proteins, which can then spread
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Table 1. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics
Data Collection Yan-SAM A86R Mae-SAM/Yan-SAM A86R
Space group C2 P212121
Wavelength (A˚) 1.5418 1.127
Resolution limit (A˚) 2.15 2.07
Rsym(%)a 6.5 12.8
Rsym (%, last shell) 44.3 36.1
I/ (last shell) 3.9 5.8
Total observations 62,540 369,247
Unique reflections 9,998 26,119
Completeness (%) 99.9 99.9
Completeness (%, last shell) 99.9 100
Model Refinement Yan-SAM A86R Mae-SAM/Yan-SAM A86R
PDB code 1SV4 1SV0
Rworkb 22.0 23.2
Rfreec 25.1 25.5
Number of residues (protein/water) 157/88 319/112
Average B (main chain/side chain) 37.9/41.5 37.8/41.9
Rmsd bonds (A˚) 0.006 0.006
Rmsd angles () 1.16 1.21
B values (A˚2 bonded) 1.57 1.55
a Rsym |I  	I
|/I.
b Rwork |Fobs  Fcalc|/Fobs.
c Rfree |Fobs  Fcalc|/Fobs, where all reflections belong to a test set of 5% randomly selected data.
along the template via polymerization. In support of this in which targets of Yan repression are poised for
idea, the polymeric SAM domain of Scm is essential for rapid derepression.
long range repression (Roseman et al., 2001).
Spreading perhaps via corepressor polymerization
Experimental Procedureshas also been implicated in heterochromatic silencing.
For example, telomeric silencing in budding yeast by Plasmid Constructs and Protein Preparation
the Sir3/Sir4 corepressors (Grunstein, 1998) and centro- The coding sequences for the wild-type Yan-SAM domain (residues
meric silencing in fission yeast, Drosophila, vertebrates, 41–118) and Mae-SAM domain (residues 94–173) were PCR-ampli-
fied from a Drosophila melanogaster cDNA library and then clonedand plants by HP1/Swi6 corepressors may involve core-
into a modified pET-3c vector (Novagen). The expressed proteinpressor spreading (Hall et al., 2002). In the absence of
sequences include an additional N-terminal MEKTR leader se-appropriate boundary elements, and/or in the presence
quence and C-terminal His6-tag. All mutants of the Yan-SAM domainof abnormally high concentrations of the corepressors,
and the Mae-SAM domain were prepared using the QuikChange
increased spreading results in the silencing of genes in Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) and verified by DNA se-
the adjacent euchromatic regions. The precise mecha- quencing. The plasmid expressing the Mae-SAM-Yan-SAM A86R
nism of spreading in these systems remains unknown, fusion protein was constructed by linking Yan-SAM A86R to the
C terminus of Mae-SAM with the flexible polypeptide sequencealthough polymerization seems to be a likely mechanism
(SRQSGRDIHMEKTR). For in vitro biochemical analysis, the recom-for this type of long range repression.
binant wild-type and mutant, Yan, Yan-SAM, or Mae-SAM wereTo the extent that polymerization is utilized in gene
expressed as GST-fusion proteins using pGEX-3T (Pharmacia) orsilencing, mechanisms for regulating the extent of poly-
MBP-fusion proteins using pETM-40 (gift from Dr. Jeanne Perry,
merization must exist in the cell. Our results demonstrate UCLA). Both GST and MBP fusions also have C-terminal His6-tags.
that one mechanism for regulating the extent of polymer- All the proteins were expressed in BL21-CodonPlus(DE3)-RP
ization is to utilize a protein that can only bind to one cells. The SAM domain proteins were purified from the soluble frac-
tion of cell lysates using Ni-NTA (Qiagen) affinity column followedend of the polymer, which effectively blocks further ex-
by cation exchange chromatography on a HiTrap SP column (Phar-tension. Thus, our results provide initial structural insight
macia) as described for other SAM domain proteins (Kim et al., 2001,into what may prove to be a common mechanism in the
2002). MBP-Yan wild-type and its mutants were expressed in anregulation of polymeric transcriptional repressors.
insoluble form in BL21-CodonPlus(DE3) cells. Cells from a 1 liter
One important feature of Yan-mediated silencing dis- culture were resuspended in 10 ml of Buffer A (50 mM Tris [pH 8.0],
tinguishes it from both polycomb silencing and hetero- 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM ME, 5 mM imidazole [pH 7.5]) containing 6 M
chromatic silencing. Both polycomb and heterochro- urea and lysed by sonication. The denatured extract was applied
matic silencing represent epigenetically stable states to a 1.0 ml column of Ni-NTA (Qiagen) and washed extensively in
the same buffer. Refolding of the protein was performed on thethat are normally maintained throughout the lifetime of
resin by washing the column with 10 ml of Buffer A containing 4 Man organism and even from one generation to the next
urea, followed by successive washes with Buffer A containing 3 M,(Francis and Kingston, 2001). In contrast, Yan-mediated
2 M, 1 M urea, and then finally with two 10 ml washes with Buffersilencing is a comparatively unstable state that must be
A alone. The protein was eluted with 10 ml of 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM
rapidly reversed during the normal developmental cycle
ME, and 300 mM imidazole (pH 7.0). The purified protein was then
in response to RTK activation (Rebay, 2002; Rogge et dialyzed into 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM DTT, 0.5 mM
al., 1995). We speculate that, by limiting the extent of EDTA, and 10% glycerol. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
was used to verify the identity of each purified protein.Yan polymerization, Mae may help to generate a state
Cell
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Crystallization and Data Collection binding site upstream of the luciferase coding sequence. CuSO4-
inducible pRMHa-3 vectors encoding PNT-P1, wild-type, or mutatedCrystals of Yan-SAM A86R were grown at room temperature by the
hanging drop vapor-diffusion method, mixing 12–18 mg/ml Yan- forms of Yan or Mae were cotransfected in various combinations.
A pAC5.1-lacZ reporter was cotransfected as an internal control.SAM A86R in 10 mM Bis-Tris propane (pH 7.0), 75 mM NaCl, 2 mM
DTT with an equal volume of reservoir solution containing 100 mM Cells were harvested 1 day after 0.5 mM CuSO4 induction. The
luciferase and the -galactosidase activities were measured as pre-Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 12% PEG 8000 (w/v), and 5% MPD. The crystals
belong to space group C2, with a  76.5 A˚, b  45.4 A˚, c  55.6 A˚ viously described (Tootle et al., 2003).
and     90.0,   108.5. There are two molecules per asym-
metric unit. Crystals of Mae-SAM-Yan-SAM-A86R fusion were also Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay
grown in hanging drops at room temperature containing equal vol- Double-stranded oligonucleotides were prepared containing either
ume of 8–11 mg/ml Mae-SAM-Yan-SAM-A86R fusion protein in 10 a single GGAA Ets binding site consensus sequence (EBS) or the
mM Bis-Tris propane (pH 6.7), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and a same sequence without the Ets binding site (EBS*). The sequences
reservoir solution that consisted of 100 mM HEPES (pH 7.5) and for the EBS top and bottom strands were TTTTCAACCGGAAGTCT
20% PEG 8000 (w/v). Crystals grew in space group P212121 with a  CGA and TTTTTCGAGACTTCCGGTTG. The sequences for the top
67.7 A˚, b  70.3 A˚, and c  88.0 A˚. Two Mae-SAM-Yan-SAM A86R and bottom strands of EBS* were TTTTCAACCAATTGTCTCGA and
fusions were found in one asymmetric unit. All crystals were equili- TTTTTCGAGACAATTGGTTG. Hybridization of the two strands
brated in a cryoprotectant buffer containing reservoir buffer plus leaves four base, TTTT, overhangs at both ends. To determine the
25% glycerol (v/v) and were flash frozen in a cold nitrogen stream affinity of wild-type or mutant MBP-Yan for the Ets binding site
at 170C. The data set for Yan-SAM A86R was collected using a (EBS) probe, 7 nM protein was incubated with radiolabeled EBS
home source and the data set for Mae-SAM-Yan-SAM A86R fusion probe at the concentration of 120, 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 pM in
was collected at beamline 8.2.2 at ALS. Both data sets were pro- binding buffer (10 mM HEPES [pH 8.0], 60 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2,
cessed using the software Denzo/Scalepack (Otwinowski and Minor, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mg/ml BSA, 1 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol). The
1997). Data collection statistics can be found in Table 1. bound and free DNAs were resolved by polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis in 0.5 TBE. The dissociation constant was calculated by
Structure Determination and Refinement Scatchard analysis as described previously (Rosenfeld and Kelly,
Both structures were solved with molecular replacement using 1986; Zhao et al., 2002). For the competition assay, 25 nM protein
EPMR (Kissinger et al., 1999). The search model for Yan-SAM A86R was incubated with 2.5 nM radiolabeled EBS probe in the presence
was TEL-SAM-V112E monomer (PDB entries 1JI7). For Mae-SAM- of a 2-fold, 10-fold, 40-fold, or 200-fold excess of unlabeled EBS or
Yan-SAM A86R, we used the Yan-SAM A86R structure as the search EBS*, relative to labeled EBS (see Supplemental Data online for
model. All solutions were subsequently examined with the program results of the competition assay).
O (Jones et al., 1991) and refined by the program CNS (Brunger et
al., 1998), setting aside 5% of the reflections for calculation of Rfree. Immunohistochemistry
Refinement statistics are presented in Table 1.
Various forms of Yan and myc-tagged Mae or Yan and constitutively
active RAS (RASV12) were cotransfected in S2 cells and induced by
Electron Microscopy CuSO4. The cells were then fixed, stained with mouse monoclonal
Wild-type Yan-SAM at 0.9 mg/ml in 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 150 mM anti-Yan antibody (1:200) followed by goat anti-mouse Alexa
NaCl, 2 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol was applied to parlodion-carbon Fluor568-conjugated secondary antibody (1:500, Molecular Probes)
films mounted on copper grids, rinsed with distilled water, and and DAPI staining (Tootle et al., 2003).
stained with 1% uranyl acetate. Specimens were examined in a
Hitachi H-7000 electron microscope at an accelerating voltage of
Acknowledgments75 kV. No higher order structures were observed for any of the Yan-
SAM mutant samples prepared in a similar fashion (not shown).
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the manuscript. Fluorescence microscopy was performed at the7.0), 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, and 0.005% Surfactant P20. Pro-
UCLA/CNSI Advanced Light Microscopy/Spectroscopy Shared Fa-teins were immobilized on a Biacore Pioneer CM5 sensor chip and
cility. J.U.B. is a Leukemia and Lymphoma Society Scholar. Thisvarious concentrations of the mobile phase proteins were applied
work was supported by NIH grants R01 CA081000 to J.U.B. andto the chip. The resulting binding data were analyzed with the BIA-
R01 GM44522 to A.J.C.evaluation 3.0 software.
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